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Suffolk adds coffee to the agenda
Alyssa Mitchell

Journal Staff
With its eclectic and relaxed
atmosphere, Boston Beanstock
Coffee Co. serves as the perfect
alternative to main stream coffee
shops such as Starbucks and the
always fast-paced Dunkin Do
nuts. For Suffolk students who
commute from the North End,
the name may sound familiar
since they currently have a pop
ular cafe open on Salem Street,
but Beanstock is now looking to
expand, with its new home pos
sibly being Suffolk University.
If plans are successful Bean
stock will buy the retail space on
Washington St. right under Suf
folk's new dormitory, 10 West
St. Beanstock's owner Tony
Massari does hope that if plans
are successful that they will be
able to also allow RAM usage
at the VVashington St. location.
Massari, said that they have
not signed a lease yet but he
is excited and thinks it would
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ustomers enjoying Boston Reonstock Coffee Cca

be a really great opportunity.
"We are still negotiating a
lease," said Massari. "We hope
to make a deal, but nothing is
finalized yet. We are just work
ing out some details as of now."
Fellow co-owner, Peter
Femino, is currently in charge
of the second location for Be
anstock which is on 10 High

.^j^d credit Lenny Tricarico

St in the financial District. If
the addition of a new loca
tion is added then Massari
and Femino will share respon
sibility of the third location.
"Beanstock is privately
owned so customers and em
ployees do not have to worry
about large corporations that
tend to overlook the details,"

see BEANSTOCK page 3

Healthcare collapsing

Feminist v. U.S. military
Alyssa Mitchell

Journal Staff
March was declared Na
tional Women's Month in 1987
and has since been used as the
time of year that women's rights
and equality are discussed in
classrooms all over the country.
In an effort to educate students
more thoroughly on the current
state of women's rights, profes
sor Judith Dushku, from the
Government department, invit
ed Dr. Cynthia Enloe to Suffolk.
"Cynthia Enloe is a writ
er, teacher, activist, and I also
see her as an enlightener,"
said Dushku. "She is the per
son who brings a flashlight
into a crowded dark room and
shines a light on the area that
many have never seen before."

said Liang Qu, the manager at
the North End location. "Our
owners are here everyday."
Massari guarantees that cus
tomer care will not be lost with
the addition of a new location.
"Peter and I have invested
interest, we are on the inside,"
said Massari. "We see what's
going on, on a daily basis.

which allows us to make quick
changes when necessary."
With couches, a fireplace,
free Wi-Fi and local artwork, it
is a great option for those who
are looking for a comfortable
place to study, a must for the
student who is easily distracted
in their dorm and the library
puts them to sleep. Most of the
customers had their laptops out
or were enjoying each other's
company around the fireplace.
"Beanstock is really casual,
convenient and friendly," said
Qu. "We all ‘talk to our cus
tomers and most are regulars."
The staff was professional
yet sociable, and the food was
delicious. Workers greet with a
welcoming smile and are will
ing to offer their opinion when
selecting from their impressive
menu. Though in most cof
fee shops sides are limited to
store bought pastries and the
famous microwavable break
fast sandwiches, Beanstock
has fresh bakery items and

On Thursday, March 6 in the
C. Walsh Theater, Enloe spoke
about globalization and milita
rization and the affect that this
is having on women worldwide.
"Enloe is the best at ex
plaining what it means to
have a feminist perspective in
regards to international rela
tions," said Dushku. "She al
ways raises gender questions
and discusses how it affects
women. Of course she is inter
ested in how these things are af
fecting men, but those questions
are already raised by others."
The main focus of Enloe's
lecture was how the ever-ex
panding U.S. military bases
are affecting the lives of young
women in other countries, and
she paid special attention to
rape controversies specifically

Policies critically flawed, speaker posits
Rani Smith

Journal Staff

Photo credit Aivssa Mitchell

the mainstream media's ten
dency to ignore such atrocities.
Enloe described her expe
rience of meeting a man from
Diego Garcia, a small island
in the Indian Ocean that was
once a British colony. How
ever it was discretely handed
over to the United States to
serve as a military base in 1973.
"He told me that every sin
gle indigenous person on the
island was told that they can no
longer live there," said Enloe.

see WOMEN page 4

Healthcare is one of the
hottest topics of the 2008 presi
dential election and has been at
the forefront of recent debates.
As candidates consider pos
sibilities in altering the cur
rent U.S. healthcare system to
lower national health insur
ance costs, Suffolk University
Law School's lecture series
sought to localize the subject.
On Wednesday, March 5,
Lawrence Brown, professor
of Health Policy and Manage
ment at Columbia University's
School of Public Policy, pre
sented a lecture about the col
lapsing U.S. healthcare system

as part of the Health Law and
Policy Forum lecture series.
Brown tried to clarify the
subject, as he identified the
reasons the U.S. healthcare sys
tem is problematic and why it
is necessary to make changes.
"The system is in a cri
sis," he said. "It is lapsing into
chaos, tottering politically
and ultimately collapsing."
According
to
Brown,
signs of a collapse have been
imminent, so much so that
he is shocked that the sys
tem has not caved in yet.
"We don't have univer
sal coverage and there is a
rising number of uninsured
people," he said, estimating

see HEALTHCARE page 3
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POLICE BLOHER
Tuesday, March 4
10 West St.

1:27 a.m. Report of two unknown individuals
throwing objects at the corner of West St. and
Tremont St. Report filed.
10 West St.
4:20 p.m. Report that male might be
intoxicated in front of 10 West St. When
responding units arrived, individual cleared
area.

Wednesday, March 5
Law School
5:41 p.m. Report of larceny under 250 dollars.
Report filed.

Thursday, March 6
150 Tremont St.
12:49 a.m. Report of vandalism. Report filed.

Friday, March 7
Miller Hall
1:37 a.m. RA called in art alcohol violation in
rooms 601 and 602. Units 42 and 64 responded.
Alcohol confiscated.
150 Tremont St.
3:19 a.m. Noise complaint for room 633.
Residents were found to have been having a
food fight. Report filed.

Pedcemdking Circles rebuilding lives
Renewed ancient appmach contributes to modern conflict resolution
Natalia Musatova

Journal Contributor
Peacemaking Circles are
one of the leading tools in re
storative justice. A Circle is a
different approach to conflict
resolution, where sharing in a
respectful manner helps people
understand each other better.
"Peacemaking Circles, a
method of communication and
problem solving derived
from aboriginal and na
tive traditions are used in
relationship development,
healing, community build
ing, and restorative justice
efforts," wrote Dr. Carolyn
Boyes-Watson, founder of
the Center for Restorative
Justice at Suffolk Universi
ty, in her article Healing the
Wounds of Street Violence
published in Community
Youth Development Jour
nal. "It is transformative."
Last Thursday, March
6, Center for Restorative
Justice at Suffolk University
co-sponsored a discussion
titled "Building Justice: A
community panel with au
thor Kay Pranis." The meeting
took place in Leominster, MA.
The main focus was the
Peacemaking Circles and their
role within the community.
According to Boyes-Watson a
number of Fitchburg commu
nity representatives, includ
ing the Fitchburg police chief,
a young Latina woman who
was wrongly arrested and
others sat in a Peace Circle
and practiced the approach.
"Our criminal justice sys
tem could greatly benefit from
Peacemaking Circles if they are
implemented consistently and
regularly. One in a hundred
Americans is incarcerated each
year. One in nine African-Amer
icans is locked up," said BoyesWatson. She adds that it is im
portant for people to "make
amends" if people still have
unresolved anger, they are not
ready to be back in the society.
Kay Pranis, the author
of the book The Little Book
of Circle Processes, who was
also in attendance at the
discussion,
Leominster
said that the Peacemak
ing Circle worked very well
for the Fitchburg community.
"It was a very deep and
powerful circle. People felt

safe and shared amazing de
tails about their experiences,"
she said in an interview. "You
have members of the com
munity who never get to sit
down and listen to each other."
In her book, Pranis writes
that Peacemaking Circles
are used in a variety of so
cial settings: neighborhoods,
schools, workplaces, social
services and justice systems.

“A Peacenidking
Circle is a process,
a way to bring
people together
for a difficult
conversation while
honoring all
voices and being
able to speak the
deepest truth.”
"A Peacemaking Circle
is a process, a way to bring
people together for a difficult
conversation while honoring
all voices and being able to
speak the deepest truth," said
Pranis during an interview.
The Peacemaking Circle
in Fitchburg allowed for the
representatives of the com
munity "voice their concerns,"
said Pranis. "One young Latina
woman shared with the people
in the Circle the intimate de
tails about how she was wrong
ly arrested," continued Pranis.
"It is the outrage, the assault
on one's dignity that does not
let a person let go," said BoyesWatson, who was the modera
tor of the Circle in Fitchburg.
"The Peacemaking Circle al
lows for a person to restore their

dignity post facto of a conflict or
an issue," said Boyes-Watson.
According to Pranis's book.
Peace Circles have intentional
structure; one element is the
Talking Piece. It is an integral
part of a Peacemaking Circle,
because it allows only for a per
son holding the piece to speak.
The Talking Piece, which is
an object such as a rock or a
feather, is passed on from one
person to another as they
are finished speaking.
"The Circle regulates
the dialogue as the piece
circulates consecutively
from person to person
around the group," writes
Pranis in her book. The
circle creates a safe space
for people to "engage their
best-self," said Pranis.
, "My students love the
Talking Piece in a Circle. It
keeps people from domi
nating the discussion. Ev
eryone is equal," added
Boyes-Watson who teaches
at Suffolk in the Sociology
department, and teaches
the Peacemaking Circle
approach to her students.
"Half of the people have
never been in the Peacemak
ing Circle before," she said.
Boyes-Watson
emphasized
that Peacemaking Circles rep
resent an effective approach
to "strengthen the community
through the healing response."
"It was meaningful to
the participants," said Pranis
about the Peacemaking Circle
last Thursday. She added: "It
was a healing experience for
that immigrant Latino wom
an to talk about the way she
was mistreated by the police."
People feel safe in the
Circle; they share and
learn to listen to each
other,
explained
, Boyes-Watson.

•
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Suffolk Law alumnus Prof, says heaUhcaro system fragmented
explores the space race
are in no rush to alter the system.
"Costs are too high," said
that 47 million Americans Brown. "This is no surprise
are not covered by private to anyone. We want to lower
or public health insurance. costs, but when asked about
"It is unthinkably cost how to do so, we do not know."
ly," said Brown referring to
According to Brown, the
the $2.2 trillion healthcare main reason costs are so high,
budget. "The French spend specifically in the U.S. health
half what we do per capita insurance system, is technology.
and they cover everyone."
"We equate technology
The problems with the
U.S. healthcare system are
in large part because of
the system itself. Brown
explained, which needs to
be changed to lower costs
and increase coverage.
"Our system is frag
mented, unplanned, irra
tional, and uncoordinated,"
he said. "Because costs are
so high, private purchas
ers cannot meet the costs."
The system lacks full
coverage, said Brown, be
cause of how it is set up,
as it benefits health in
surance companies more
than the people it covers.
"Insurance is based
on risk," he said, which is
why he believes the sys
tem is flawed. "If you
are a high risk, you get
charged a high rate."
According to Brown, the with good, quality care," he
U.S. healthcare system contin said. "No one knows how to
ues to be problematic because change this. Costs keep growing
of what he refers to as a "safety because we're adding new spe
net," which are health facili cialties and the system grows."
ties, clinics, and centers where
Despite Brown's opin
people are able to get treated ion on U.S. healthcare, he is
regardless of their coverage. impressed by the Massachu
Due to this safety net, he setts healthcare system and
said, the government knows views it as a model to stimu
that everyone has access to late change in other states.
healthcare, and therefore they
In 2006, Massachusetts

from HEALTHCARE pagel

Kristin Morrell

Journal Staff
James Bamford, Suffolk
Law School Alum of 1975,
turned bestselling author, in
vestigative reporter and now
adds TV producer to his re
sume with his new program
filmed for NOVA on PBS.
Bamford grew up in Natick,
Mass then he spent three years
in the United States Navy dur
ing the Vietnam War; from there
he used the GI Bill to earn his
law degree and became fasci
nated with investigative spying.
"I became interested in in
telligence after I graduated law
school," said Bamford, "spe
cifically the technical side."
He recently helped to pro
duce an investigative TV show.
Bamford writes about the
secret world of the U.S. intelli
gent agencies and published his
first book in 1982 titled. The Puz
zle Palace, which discussed the
inner workings of the National
Security Agency (NSA). They
are a super-secret agency and
NSA was quite concerned about
their world being unveiled.
Besides writing books and
investigating the inner work
ings of intelligence agencies, he
also spent nearly a decade as the
Washington Investigative Pro
ducer for ABC's World News To
night, where he met Scott Willis.
They had gone to NOVA
with their ideas and from there
NOVAwasattractedtotheproject
and 'Astrospies," was created.
Bamford and Willis had
set out to tell the story behind

the secret of the U.S. competi-tion with the U.S.S.R to con
quer space and put people on
the moon in the 1960s. Bam
ford was initially interested
because "nobody has ever
done a program about this,"
he said. But behind .the scenes,
the space race was much more.
As the technological ad
vances were sky rocketing and
as space flight became possible,
the dueling countries were
setting their sights on con
quering space. At that time it
seemed that the Soviet Union
was light years ahead of the
U.S. until the secrets revealed
a different story. Documents
that were recently released
gave insight on secret military
plans, cover-ups and spy mis
sions. "Astrospies," explores
the inside secrets of this mys
terious time in space history.
"I liked the idea of go
ing out and seeing these
people who took part in the
program,"
said
Bamford.
"[The investigation] took a
lot of digging to find out who
and where these people are,"
said Bamford, considering this
happened in the 60s, it was
harder to find the astronauts on
this secret mission and convince
them to talk about the secret.
"They never told the
whole story," he said. "I had
to piece it together with differ
ent interviews and research."
With all of their research,
taping and interviews, "As
trospies," has made it to the
airwaves on PBS and is avail
able on the PBS website.

“Our system
is fragmented,
unplanned,
irrational, and
uncoordinated
because costs
are so high,
private purchasers
cannot meet the
costs.”

healthcare
reform legisla
tion passed, and the state be
came the first to challenge
insufficient healthcare cover
age and problematic costs.
Massachusetts
resi
dents are all required to
have
health
insurance.
In order to make this pos
sible, health insurance became
significantly cheaper for Massa
chusetts residents, as many
below the poverty line could
even be entitled to free in
surance from private insur
ers subsidized by the state.
"The
Massachusetts
model is admirable," said
Brown. "States on the East
Coast like New York are
trying to simulate the Mas
sachusetts system."
On a national level,
said Brown, the U.S. gov
ernment should broaden
the eligibility of Medicare,
and do away with the cur
rent insurance systems.
According to Brown,
the idea of changing the
system is not likely to
sit well with the govern
ment or some citizens.
"Although- we don't
like our healthcare sys
tem, we
don't want
to surrender it," he said.
Despite current presidential
hopefuls talking about better
providing affordable and uni
versal coverage. Brown stressed
the need for education and
to take smaller steps to teach
people how to keep themselves
healthy so they won't need
to rely on health insurance.
"talk to people about what
impacts their health," he said.

local business will add character to Suffolk’s campus
from BEANSTOCK pagel

er heated but instead the coffee anything to prove otherwise."
Along with their selections
all foods are made-to-order. is brewed overnight in a teabag
of
ice
coffee, Beanstock also of
of
sorts.
We
have
been
told
it's
Beanstock offers the quint
essential breakfast foods from the best and I have not found fers the Nor'Easter, which Mas
sari
describes
bagels to croissants along with
as almost like a
muffin tops and breakfast sand
"Coolatta" - ex
wiches. They also have a large se
cept
better. It is a
lection of lunch meals including
frozen drink that
several types of panini, quiche,
is just as refresh
savory tarts, soups and salads.
ing but has more
The "Prince Panini" tasted
coffee and lessamazing with a side of white
artificial flavor
bean salad and the giant choco
ing. They place
late chip cookie was scrump
espresso, coffee
tious, but the highlight was
and milk into
definitely the iced mocha latte.
a machine that
"We offer some of the best
freezes it and no
iced coffee you will ever drink,"
Photo
credit
Lenny
Tricarico
ice is ever used
said Massari. "The water is nev

so there is no loss
of coffee flavor.
"The quality
of products here
is much better
here," said Qu. "It
is not just about
money, it is about
the customer and
quality control."
The
vari
ety of the foods
and coffees and
the
personal
ity of the staff set
this coffee shop
aside from. oth
ers, and with their inexpensive
yet satisfying menu. Bean-

Photo credit Lenny Tricarico

stock would make the perfect
addition to the continuously
expanding Suffolk campus.
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Feminist says women’s rights affected by U.S. military
from WOMEN pagel
When a U.S. military base
is stationed in these countries,
it is an agreement that a dual
security system will be estab
lished. By removing the native
people from their land it is not
longer a dual-security because
the U.S. overtakes the land.
"Protection was not in
creased, instead it was sacri
ficed," said Enloe. "These coun
tries are finding that having a
U.S. military base stationed in
their backyard, or even more,
their front yard, is not good for
the security of local people, es
pecially women." said Enloe.
Recently, Enloe received
an email from a friend in To
kyo, Professor Ito. Ito was
concerned about the amount
of news coverage that the re
cent accusation that an Ameri
can military personnel sexu

ally harassed a 14-year-old
Okinawan girl, was receiv
ing in the American media.
When Enloe asked
the audience who had
heard of the story only
a few raised their hands.
One stated he had read
about it on the cover of
Army Times, while En
loe had only seen it on
page 13, under the fold
of the New York Times.
This is not the first
time that an accusa
tion against the U.S.
military has come forth.
"In June of 1995,
Okinawan women sent
representatives to the
UN
Conference
on
Women in Beijing," said Enloe.
"They thought they were
the only ones who were con
cerned with the U.S. militarism
but they found that women

from the Philippines, Britain, convicted and sentenced to sev
Italy, and especially Korea, all en years in a Japanese prison.
shared a similar viewpoint."
"Sexuality and women's
___
rights to their own
bodies need to be
taken seriously,"
said Enloe. "How
come there have
i ^
not been protests
or news coverage
of these rapes in
the United States?"
Enloe
also
mentioned
that
recently a Fili
pino woman liv
ing in Okinawa
came forth and
alleged that she
Photo credit Alyssa Mitchell
too was raped by
a U.S. service man.
It was in September of that
"No on knows about the
same year that an Okinawan case with the Filipino woman
young school girl was kid because she was an entertain
napped and raped by a U.S. mil er and worked in the massage
itary persormel, who was later parlors outside the military

1.1

base," said Enloe. "Condoleezza Rice, recently on a trip
to Japan, had offered apologies
and regret towards the accused
actions against the 14-yearold but made no mention of
the adult Filipino woman."
Enloe urges women to be
come knowledgeable about what
is going on around the world
and consider how the U.S. mili
tary bases are affecting others.
"Don't assume that mili
tary policy isn't important to
young women in the Unit
ed States, if it is important
to young women elsewhere
then it should be important
to you. Women can ask about
the lives of women better than
anyone else, and asking ques
tions is taking political action.
"Always ask about sex
ual assault: when is it tak
en seriously, and when is
it swept under the rug?"

HOT CO-OP JOBS of the WEEK
Week of 3/12/08
Accounting/Econ/Finance
Accounting Intern, Operations Associate, Accounting Clerk, Actuarial Internship, Tax
Intern, Investment Performance, Global Strategies Internship, Financial Assistant
Comm./Arts./NESAD
Acting Assistant Director, Editing & Information, Advertising, Publications Assistant,
Marketing, Communications Administrative Internships, Client Service Representative,
Edu./Health./Human Services./Psychology
Summer Camp Specialists, Organizational Development, Site Director, Teacher’s
Assistant, Academic & Enrichment Teachers, Summer Recreation Coordinator, Reading
Coordinator,

brook
Tom cne

Gov’t./Law/Crim
Diversity Internships, Legal Case Filer, Development Associate, Paralegal Trainee,
Patrol Officer Emergency Shelter Advocate
History/Philosophy
Museum Assistant, Administrative Intern, Tour Guides
Marketing
Market Research Assistant, Publication Assistant, Marketing & Service Coordinator,
Marketing & Communications, Publishing Assistant, Grad Student Product Marketing
Science
DMPK Internship, Research Assistant, Lab Assistant @ Boston Medical
Technoiogy
IT, Web Programmer, Web/Ecommerce, Media Technicians, Operations Specialist,
Microsoft Office Tutor, Applications Developer, Web Technology Specialist

(uu0 Qr0 going on brook too!)

Undergrad Mgt./MBA/MPA
Foreign Exchange Trade Assistant, HR Coordinator, Document Management, MBA/
MPA Internships, Resident Director @ Suffolk, Budget, Program Coordinator,
Marketing & Business Development, & Client Relations, Recruiting Assistant

WE HAVE MANY MORE JOBS FOR YOU!!!
Stop by the Career Services & Co-op Office, located at 20 Ashburton
Place or call us at 617-573-8480 to learn more about jobs, internships, resumes and
how to sign up for e-recruiting.
If YOU already signed up for Co-op. go to e-recruiting to view all jobs.
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Students turn out in record numbers for SGA elections
Matt Altieri

Journal Staff
Oh, it's on now. Students
have been logging on to Eballot in record numbers this
year in order to cast their vote
for the 2008 Student Govern
ment. Association election.
Maybe it's the current energy
of our nation's politicians run
ning for Presidency, but the
candidates this year bring for
ward passion that the likes of
Obama or Clinton would put
forth toward their campaign.
Current SGA President
Jared Cain is very pleased with
the student involvement in this
year's race. As of Tuesday af
ternoon, 12 percent of the stu
dent body had participated in
the online election. President
Cain was incredibly pleased
with this number based sim
ply off the fact that most col
lege elections draw 15-20 per
cent of the students to vote.
'
With one more day left in the
election, the student participa
tion should come in record shat
tering numbers this year. "This
is by far the best election we've

ever had," commented Cain.
Jared Cain himself is in a
very interesting situation as
current President. As he over
sees the presidential race, he is
reminded of his days of cam
paigning for student govern
ment. Not involved in SGAfrom
the beginning of his Suffolk ca
reer, Cain was simply a friend
associated within the group
until he decided to run in 2007.
Putting himself forward as
a "maverick" associated
with change, he wanted to
bring a new perspective
toward the student govenunent concept. He sees :
many of his ideals within :
the candidates that are cur- ;
rently battling for the presi
dency, sophomore Brian LeFort
and junior Anthony Gesualdi.
Gesualdi is currently a
senator for the class of 2009,
and serves on the Student
Activities Committee, which
on non-academic
focuses
student . life, and the Stu
dent Judiciary Review Board.
The policy he intends to
champion is to bring an over
all sense of unity that would

stretch all the way from the
university's furthest commuter
students to the smallest clubs
and organizations of the school.
An SGA liaison would be sent
to all clubs in order to create a
more clear communication sys
tem between the student gov
ernment and the student asso
ciations to create a more unified
working environment. He is
also an advocate for improving

Judicial Review Board and has
served on the editing commit
tee for the university's consti
tution. LeFort intends to bring
the Suffolk community togeth
er further by having commuter
students and NESAD students
get more involved in the Suf
folk community. He also wishes
to improve relations between
Suffolk and such independent
organizations such as the book
store and SODEXHO.
"I believe that we
should keep setting
goals, as the university
does many good things,"
LeFort
comment
ed, "but more things
need to be addressed
and
done
withm."
the RAM card program, the 20
Cain views both candidates
Somerset St. facilities, as well with high regard. He feels they
as an incoming student com are both very progressive poli
puter laptop program which ticians wishing to move the
currently is being planned out. university toward great things.
His opponent, Brian LeFort He commented that Gesualdi
has been the senator for the class had taken on his "maverick"
of 2010 for the past two years, a persona at the SGA Open Fo
member of the Student Affairs rum, and that Gesnaldi and
Committee as well as holding Cain are friends, but he choos-.
the chairman position for the es to publicly endorse LeFort.
group, a member of the Student "Gesualdi represented a lot of

“This is by far the
best election we’ve
ever had.”

the ideas I had last year, but
[LeFort] has proved through
his work to continue chang
es," Cain commented. The
competition between the two
candidates is starting to heat
up, and Cain is very pleased.
In an mterview. Cam
also mentioned Mitchell Vie
ira, freshman running un
opposed for SGA treasurer,
who he feels has gone above
and beyond what his posi
tion would require him to do.
Currently the Finance
Committee chairman, he deals
with far less money for the uni
versity than he does at his job
in his hometown as vice chair
man of the Capital Planning &
Improvements Committee. He
also called imopposed candi
date for Vice President Shane
Martins, a sophomore, as a
"model member of the board"
and that any unopposed can
didate elected would be cer
tain to please the student body.
With the election coming
to an end on Wednesday at 5
p.m., the university looks for
ward optimistically to a com
petitive election for this year.

Meetings Tuesdays at I in D428
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SGA Leadership Awards

Nominations now open
As we head towards the end of the 2007*2008 academic year,
the Student Government Association would like to recognize
the students, faculty and staff for their contributions
to the Suffolk community over the past year.

We invite you to take a moment and nominate
the people, groups and events that helped
make this year at Suffolk so memorable.

Nominan'ons can be made online of:
www.suffolk.edu/sga

Nominations are open until
Friday, March 28, 2008.
m

-

Nominees andvdnners wiii be reaignizedat the annual
SGA Leadership Awards Ceremony on April flth^ 2008.

OPINION
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Staff Editorial

Throughout last year's centennial celebration, Suffolk paid considerable
lip service to its heritage of providing an affordable education to students of
all backgrounds. Gleason Archer founded the university with the idea that
every student deserved an affordable education. However, the recent tuition
increase continues Suffolk's trend toward prohibitively expensive education.
According to The Chronicle of Higher Education, Suffolk's tuition
increased by 6.88 percent in the '07-'08 school year.

Additionally, a

recent press release posted on Suffolk University's website by President
Sargent said tuition will increase again by 7.0 percent for the '08-'09
school year, raising it to $25,850, not including room and board. In ad
dition to, Suffolk University is ranked as having the second most expen
sive housing in the country, according to a 2007 College Board report.
Students at UMass face a similar situation- to their peers at Suffolk.
College tuition is on the rise at many universities throughout Massachu
setts, forcing students to dish out a lot more money for what used to be
an affordable college education. The potential tuition hike at the Univer
sity of Massachusetts is just one example of the statewide tuition increase.
UMasswasalsoknownforbeinganaffordableschoolandisalsoraising its
tuition. Arecentmeeting oftheUMassBoardofTrusteesfinancepanel indicates
a likely increaseofstudenttuitionbyS.I percentthroughouttheUMasssystem.
The board's final vote on March 19 could raise tuition by $288, bringing
the total cost to $9,549. This increase received press as of late due to the fact
that such affordable state schools might soon price out lower income students.
How will students afford this increase and what will school officials do
to help offset the cost for the financially unstable students? No one knows
because school officials have not made any statements and media coverage
tends not to go beyond covering the mere fact that tuitions continue to rise.
The tuition increase at Suffolk University needs to be publicized because
it has been traditionally known as an affordable private college. When

Above all Obama's American
Paul Cruse III
(originally appeared in)

The Daily illini

affordable colleges begin increasing tuition there are a myriad of positive
effects for the institutions, but students suffer because of these increases.
Suffolk University was founded as an affordable school for students who
otherwise would not have had the opportunity toearn a degree. Increasing the
onceinexpensivetuition betrays theuniversity'sidealsandgoesagainstArcher's

respecting an establishment of re

vision of education for all regardless of race, religion or economic standing.

ligion, or prohibiting the free exer
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"Congress shall make no law

cise thereof..."- First Amendment.
The Second Continental
Congress recognized the reli
gious persecution their forefa
thers dealt with while in Europe
and made it their top priority to
secure religious freedom for all
Americans. With the proclama
tion of these words, they hoped
to spread an attitude of toler
ance that would act as a social
norm: to not judge someone on
the basis on their beliefs. Two
hundred and thirty years later,
we are losing focus of that goal.
The media have been constantly
berating presidential candidate
Sen. Barack Obama over alle
gations of being secretly Mus
lim despite being a practicing
Christian who regularly attends
the United Church of Christ, lo
cated in downtown Chicago.
These allegations started
when people discovered the
Illinois senator's middle name
was Hussein. Named after his
father, Barack Hussein Obama
Sr., his name does not reflect
some past Muslim upbringing.
In his book "Dreams of My Fa
ther," he tells how his father was
an atheist when he entered into
the United States. Furthermore,
his white Christian mother
raised him when his father left

them when he was 2 years old.
Then a second wave of al
legations erupted after it was
learned that he had spent time
in Indonesia as a child. Sen.
Obama lived in Indonesia from
the ages of 6 to 9. While there,
he attended a local school
where most of the student
body practiced Islam. Due to
the school's demographics it
was labeled a madrassa (a strict
orthodox school that is blamed
by the West for producing Is
lamic extremists). Later, CNN
reported that the suspected
madrassa was a very Western,
secular school and one that
other Christian children at
tended as well. The school did
have optional weekly religion
classes, but there were separate
classes for Christians as well.
. Now the senator is being
attacked once more due to pic
tures of him in a turban dur
ing a diplomatic visit to Kenya
in 2006. The Somali garb he
wore over his Western cloth
ing was cultural in nature,
not religious. The elder leader
Mohammed Hassan Mumin
who presented the clothes to
the senator said, "(If Presi
dent Bush came), I could have
dressed him the same way."
The obsession we have with
his religion is frivolous and
trivial. Though the senator is a
Christian, would it really mat
ter if he were a Muslim? Does
it matter that he is a Christian?
This focus and the discussion
that follows only reveals an
other American hypocrisy. We

were all told that religion (or
lack of) is the personal choice
of that individual, but we are
quick to pass judgment on any
one who is not a member of
the Judeo-Christian majority.
Like most things, we disre
gard people's individual char
acteristics in favor of stereo
types. When some Americans
think of Muslims, they imme
diately think of hijab-wearing,
bomb-vest-toting,
suicidal
terrorists. Yes, there are some
Muslim terrorists, but there
are also Christian terrorists
who were plaguing American
long before 9/11. Groups like
the Ku Klux Klan have terror
ized blacks. Catholics, Jews, the
Irish, Asians, Latinos and many
other marginalized groups. In
addition, like Muslim terrorists,
they have claimed tens of thou
sands of lives with their attacks.
Muslims are no different
from Christians in respect to
their own individual ideals.
Just like there are many differ
ent types of Christians, there
are just as many types of Mus
lims. Some are traditional, some
are liberal, some are practicing,
some are not, some are adap
tive, others are orthodox, but
even those that are orthodox
do not necessarily agree with
all other orthodox Muslims.
Our state is supposed to be
secular and we are supposed to
respect others' freedom to prac
tice and not be shocked when
we discover our differences.
We as Americans need to start
practicing what we preach.
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Monologues for a vaetastic cause
Alex Pearlman

Journal Staff
In celebration of the tenth
anniversary of V-Day, a move
ment and non-profit organi
zation started by The Vagina
Monologues author Eve Ensler that raises money and
awareness for violence against
women and girls, the stu
dents of Suffolk University's
Masters in Women's Health
program performed the Tony
Award-winning play on March
7 and 8 in the Donahue Cafe.
The Vagina Monologues,
a series of monologues writ
ten after interviews with over
200 women, touches on topics
such as homosexuality, mastur
bation, rape, relationships, to
shave or not to shave, and ev
erything else that could possi
bly be associated with vaginas.
The eight actresses who
performed the play were all in
credibly talented and shook off
any embarrassment they might
have had and made the audi
ence comfortable talking about
or acting out various vaginal
themes. Erin Rice, in particu
lar, was fantastic delivering her

monologue entitled "My Angry
Vagina." The piece is an irate
rant about society's ideas about
the beautification of vaginas
and includes the line "I mean
what's the deal — an army of
people out there thinking up
ways to torture my poor-ass,
gentle, loving vagina. Spending
their days
construct
ing psycho
products
and nasty
ideas to un
dermine my
pussy. Va
gina Moth
erfuckers."
Besides
angry vagi
nas, the play
also includ
ed old, sad
vaginas. An
gela Kelly's
performance
as a 72-yearold woman who had never had
an orgasm in "The Flood" was
both extremely depressing and
entirely hilarious. Kelly's faux
Brooklyn accent was very well
done and although this piece

fAREWEIl

was in the first fifteen minutes
or so of the show, it was cer
tainly the most memorable.
The monologues were bro
ken up by "Vagina Facts," read
by Sarah Livingston, and in
cluded "Happy Facts," "Notso-happy Facts" and "Outra
geous Facts," including the

that were V-Day themed. "My
Vagina Was My Village," per
formed by Stacey Ferguson and
Angela Kelly, was a duet about
a woman before and after she
was raped and mutilated by
soldiers in Kosovo. The descrip
tions of a happy, spring-time va
gina compared to the desolate,
torn
and
raped va
gina were
tear-inducing and the
acting was
fantastic.
"The

Memory of
Her Face"
was
also
a
mov
ing
per
formance,
with three
women

fact that it is illegal to buy a
vibrator in Georgia, Texas,
Alabama, Mississippi, Indi
ana, Virginia and Louisiana.
A number of monologues
were added to this production

(Erin Rice,
M a r i lyn Delle
Donne Proulx and Meg Che
valier) telling the stories of
women
from
Islamabad,
Baghdad and Mexico whose
faces had been permanently
disfigured by abusive men.

The depressing tone of
those
monologues,
how
ever, was quickly dissolved
as Darcie Bernier delivered
the monologue "Reclaiming
Cunt" which, as far as the au
dience was concerned, did
the reclaiming job by chant
ing along with Bernier and
the cast energetically and hap
pily, "CUNT! CUNT! CUNT!"
The Vagina Monologues,
although bordering on waytoo-feminist, was an extreme
ly well-done production and
the actresses obviously took
•pride in the subject and did a
great job getting the audience
to ponder not only unspeak
able violence against women,
but also, obviously, vaginas.
Because the play was per
formed to benefit V-Day, all
proceeds from ticket sales, a
raffle and concessions (includ
ing the yummy "cunt cakes")
were donated to local, natioi:ial
and international organizations
allied with V-Day including Ha
ven at Mass General Hospital,
The Katrina Warrior Network,
and Pathfinder International.
For more information about
V-Day, visit www.vday.org.

Art so bdd, it’s good in Dedham
Clay Adamczyk and Matthew McQuaid

Journdl Staff
OPEN rOEE TO THE PUBLIC f
FOR ONE WEEKEND ONLY

ARTISTS Albie Davis. Danlell Pino, loerg Dressier icoartsv oi unsn saiieryi. Phil Wilci
Adric Giies. James Russell. Ciay Adamczyk, Cerebot of The Miracle Five. Ian Deleo
Nancy Benner, Arni Cheatham, Kata Hull, Mike D, Julie Sesnovlch, GhrisUan__ Wy

Gallery Opens - FRIDAY, MARCH 14: NOON - 10pm
OPEN RECEPTION STARTS AT 6pm - Music, Cheese & Vino!
Sat. MARCH 15 + Sun. MARCH 16 open NOON - 8pm
|
FOR MORE INFORMATION 617 266 92222 email - MikesMoviesartshow®gmaLcom

The death of a local business doesn’t
always have to be a sad time. Mike’s
Movies in the South End celebrates the
end with a free art show this weekend.
Recption Friday 6-10 630 Tremont St.
The gallery’s open all weekend, 12-8 pm

If
you
want
to
see
Monets,
Sargents
and
ancient
Buddhist
stat
ues, then spend 17 dollars and go the stuffy, traditional. Museum of Fine Arts.
The Museum of Bad Art (MOBA), on the other hand, offers an intriguing alternative that sub
stitutes quality for cost. Located in the Dedham Community Theatre, next to the basement men's
room, one can find Nature Abhors a Vacuum and all Other Housework: Unlikely Landscapes, Still
Lifes & Portraits, a unique exhibition of art so bad, it's good.
The MOBA was founded in
1994 when Scott Wilson pulled
a painting out of the trash to
remove the frame for another
use. When he showed it to his
friends, they convinced him
to keep it for its interesting
visual appeal; namely, for its
ugliness. Wilson showed his
ever-expanding collection in
his basement until relocating
to the theatre in 1995 due to its
surprising popularity; becoming 'the only institution in the
world dedicated to the collection, preservation, exhibition.
and celebration of bad art.'
Curator Louise Reilly Sacco
describes bad art as "almost the
same as good art or pornography, you know it when you see
it. It has to be sincere, and communicate something to people.
It can not be intentionally bad."
MOBA's artwork is acquired
from various sources. Many are
salvaged from the trash, bought for almost nothing from second hand stores, and even donated from
artists themselves. Though many are unsigned, untitled or anonymous, some have a unique history.
A portrait, titled "Eileen," looks like a matronly Jackie Kennedy in her classic Chanel inaugura

“Almost the
same as good
art or
pornography,
you know it
when you see
it.”

see MOBA page 10
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Clarke! leaves a mark on Berklee
Matthew Alter!

Journal Staff
Clarke!, of the Berklee
School of Music, is something
you wouldn't expect. In fact,
the EP The Falling Out produces
an entertaining sound that we
haven't heard out of a college
band in a long time. Lead gui
tarist and singer Devon Geyer
has been producing albums
since he was seven years old,
and his most re
cent one is about
to be available on
iTunes. The Falling
Out was meant
to have a good
rock music feel.
Geyer noted that
the Berklee atmo
sphere influenced
him to go back to
what felt right.
"People get so into
scales and degrees
they forget how to
write the songs,"
he commented.
"Play on
Rag," is an open
ing track that de
fines the obscurity
of Clarke! at it's
very best; a classi
cal cabaret sound,
horns and piano clearly preva
lent with the drunken ramblings of whomever was around
Geyer while recording. Record
ed on an old 1929 reel-to-reel
recorder, "Play on Rag" utilizes
the machine by recording the
first few bars then crossfad
ing out as the digital recording
came in, giving the song an old
drinking song feel. The grandi
ose show that is produced for
us is then overshadowed by
morbid lyrics throwing us off
the blissful sound with cryptic
messages like "play until your

fingers bleed." The meek yet
cultured voice of Geyer creates
a folk feeling that compliments
the brass and string instru
ments effectively. The opening
track gives us a sound that is
a strange lovechild between
Beck's Guero, The Beatles' Sgt.
Peppers and even a touch of The
Muppet Show theme. A simple
sense of music is used to define
the opening track, but as The
Falling Out continues, the listen

sics with a modern pop feeling.
The title track, "The Fall
ing Out," begins with simple
strums of a guitar and a single
voice echoed over the haimting rift. This nine-minute epic
builds up over simple drum
beats with guitar shredding,
reaching its musical high point
at about eight minutes. Clarke!
manages to keep us on the edge
of our seats with "The Fall
ing Out," which sounds like a
funeral march
turned riot. Gey
er noted that the
song started in a
./•>
very simple pro
i
cess. "I started
with two notes
/ .. d: and gave them
a distorted, ee
rie
feeling...!
would say that
this track is very
Sonic Youth in
spired." .Even
the ghostly voice
of Geyer takes a
vicious turn near
the end of the
song, his mellow
snarl becomes a
full blasted vo
cal-cord breaker.
Clarke! cre
ates a well-liked
sound that people can hear
and relate to due to the fact
that the music isn't over or'
under-played. Not to mention
the vocal works of Geyer are
a blender of plays on phrases.
Geyer has not only had suc
cess with Clake!; his side proj
ect TeaNOTWar is taking off.
All of their songs are going to
be featured in the independent
film An Endgame by Anthony
Rocco and Alex Berenbeim.
Play until your fin
gers bleed Clarke!, be
cause we'll be listening.

m

er finds that Geyer has simply
sent them on a musical journey
that they won't want to end.
"Shoop Do Wah" is a song
with a flashy name and an even
flashier sound. Whistles and
guitar upstrokes dominate the
song to create a very happy,
poppy sound; the technical pres
ence of the bass in the song is the
only instrument that contains
a flowing melody that diverts
from the simplicity that Clarke!
is. The lyrics repeat "shoopdo-wah" over and over create
a very calm mix of 50's clas

Shear Hilarity
Kristin Morrell

Journal Staff
A fun and zany whodunit,
the hilarious flagship produc
tion Shear Madness is to die for
- literally. Playing at the Charles
Playhouse II since January
1980, Shear Madness has been
performed roughly more than
10,000 times and made it in the
Guirmess Book of World Re
cords for being the longest-run
ning play in American Theater.
Set in a unisex hairstyling
salon that is later the scene of
a murder, the cast includes two
employees of the salon, the cra
zy, talkative, comedic owner,
Tony Whitcumb (Rick Park)
and his beautiful assistant Bar
bara DeMarco (Laura Given
Napoli). They are also joined
by customers, Edward Law
rence (Paul Dunn) and Mrs.
Shubert (Mary Klug), as well as
a pair of undercover cops, Nick
Rosetti (John P. Arnold) and
Mike Thomas (Neil A. Casey).
A body is found in the up
stairs apartment of famous
pianist, Isabel Czerny. This
leads the pair of policemen to
suspect that everyone in the
salon could possibly be the
murderer. When everyone is a
suspect, each character is giv
en a chance to re-enact what
they were doing at the time of
the murder to provide an alibi
and prove their irmocence.
The twist is that the audi
ence becomes a vital part of
the show. The viewers become
Sherlock Holmes, at least for
the night. After carefully watch
ing what happened during the

time of the murder, is impor
tant to point out to the officers
if one of the characters is doing
something that they had not
initially done. Some of the cast
may change up what door they
came in or change a line, but it
is up to the audience to notice
so the correct person is indicted.
After a short intermission,
the audience is allowed to ask
the cast questions to help de
cide on which character the
murderer is. By answering
questions, the cast is trying
to cover up what they have
done, in addition to revealing
fresh answers in funny ways.
The actors and actresses
added to the comedic com
ponent of the performance by
portraying stereotypical char
acters such as the gay shop
owner, who is absolutely hi
larious, as well as the "good
cop/bad cop" BPD officers. The
old lady, Mrs. Shubert, is also
wildly fimny and makes the
entire audience laugh, no mat
ter what she says. While those
are just a few of the characters
that stand out, the entire cast
is extremely amusing and this
absolutely not a show to miss.
Shear Madness is full of
Bostonian jokes, pop-culture
references and top-notch char
acter acting and is definitely
worth seeing. It's hard to sit in
the audience with a straight face
while the cast is coming with
joke after joke, and they don't let
up. This is a great performance
to check out and tickets are
available at a student discount.
The Charles Playhouse is
located at 74 Warrenton St.
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Man climbs mountain for IMAX documentary
film. The Alps, now show
ing at the Museum of Science.
Journal Coiitributor
Raised in Switzerland, Har
John Harlin III has always lin was always surrounded, lit
tempted fate just by going erally and metaphorically, by
to his day job - as a profes
sional skier, surfer and rockclimbing instructor. But in his
free time, Harlin likes to take
what he calls "an escape from
the world" by climbing steep
mountains. Harlin's mother
worried so much for her son,
who was much like his dare
devil father, that she made him
promise her that he would not
climb the Eiger Mountain- es
pecially after his father's death
on the steep mountain cliff of
the Eiger in the Alps in 1966.
For 40 years, Harlin kept I Harlin and family
k
Photo Credit MOS
that promise, but he was haunt
ed by the draw of the moun
tain, until finally, in 2005, he mountains. His father found
attempted the climb- but not ed the International School of
alone. Harlin went with a team Mountaineering and instilled a
of some of the film industry's passion for climbing in his son.
best- an IMAX film crew, Acad In 1966, his rope broke near a
emy-Award nominated MacGil- summit, causing him to fall
vary Freeman Films, and an 4,000 ft. to his untimely death.
Emmy Award nominated cin Soon after, Harlin promised his
ematographer, Michael Brown, mother that he would not climb
in order to document the climb Eiger, but for years, however,
that had been haunting him his he was tortured by the need to
entire life in the newly released climb, even as he became a suc
Juanita Smith

. "Eileen

Photo Credit Clay Adamczyk

from MOBA page 8

Ri

tion ensemble. The work was found in the trash and has a
mysterious hole in the lower right hand comer, which the museum
classifies a stab wound. It was stolen from the museum in March
1996. A reward was initially offered, but the art thief did not come
forward for ten years. In 2006, the thief armounced he was holding
it 1,000 dollars ransom. The ransom was lowered several times be
fore Parker McGuil, the acting intern executive director, convinced
the thief of the futility of his act, and "Eileen" was returned with
the understanding no charges would be pressed against the thief.
Being that many of the works were most likely unsigned for a
reason, many artists are not so happy to have their masterpieces
hung in a museum labeling their art as bad. One story tells of
an artist being enraged when she learned that her work was on
display. "A friend saw a friend's picture and told her. The artist
called the theatre screaming and upset. We had to take it down
and have it destroyed," said Michael Eblan, Dedham Community
Theatre manager. "It's a museum, who cares if it's a bad museum."
With a lack of information describing many of the pieces,
museum volunteers are left to improvise their titles and descrip
tions, though some are so bad they go without saying. The de
scriptions appear to have been written on a basic word processor
and are printed out on plain paper and taped to the display. The
sides of some of the catalog entries are tattered from years of use.
One piece now titled "Elian Gonzalez's Grandmothers" (1973)
by Giseln Keller, was completed 30 years before Elian's ill fated
trip, the visionary artist depicts the boy-hero's grandmothers' re
turn from visiting him in Miami to their native. Cuba where the
tropical plants are muy grande. Though the tropical landscape is
well-executed with brilliant colors, the two old ladies are extreme
ly disproportionate, rendering the flowers giant in comparison.
"Departure" by C. Kimball, is a monotonous portrait, de
picting an elongated head. The description reads: "drab col
ors add to the melancholy, but there's hope in the upward
springing in the white curl as if to say 'why the long face?"'
Fourteen years running, the Museum of Bad Art has amassed
an impressively (bad) collection. They are expanding to include
others who may not be able to travel to the mystic city known
as Dedham with a book titled The Museum of Bad Art: Master
Works due out in May. In the book, Sacco, with fellow director
Mike Frank, will display a photographic catalogue of over 70
works in the collection that they describe as "exquisitely bad."

John Harlin ill on the peak of Eiger Mountain

wr
“Elian Gonzalez's Grdndmottiers''

' Photo

cessful downhill skier and rock
climber. Finally, Harlin planned
the ultimate mastery of the
mountain- the climb and docu
mentation of the unseen corners
of the mountain by adding a film
crew to his attempt at ascent.
The extra strain of plan
ning shots and carrying heavy
camera equipment seems al
most foolish on an already
life-threatening climb. The
film team took special care in
planning and executing the
filming with state-of-the-art
equipment and climbing with
brave faces hiding bundles of
nerves. The breathtaking cin
ematography is nothing short
of stunning on the enormous
screen of the IMAX theatre.
This documentary is more
than just a film about a climb; it's
about a man on a mission. The
film is very much the visual ver
sion of Harlin's book. The Eiger
Obsession: Facing The Moun
tain That Killed My Father, and
has a poignancy and relevance
to it that non-thrill seekers can
understand. However, the cin
ematography alone is reason
enough to check out the 50 min
ute film which runs at the Mu
seum of Science until Sept. 1.

Photo Credit MOS
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Artists Guild hosts monthly exhibit
formed into a pleasant, relax
ing and warm atmosphere.
The galleries on the street-level
housed artist work such as
Jeanne Griffin's wax paintings.
The colorful pieces, re
flecting the designs of Griffin's
grandmother's quilts, hung on
the walls of the Kingston Gal
lery, their colors vibrant and
sophisticated. Another studio
was home to William Morse's
large-scale, altered black and
white photographs that lined
the white walls like tapes
tries and in one gallery on the
street, a man playing Brazilian
guitar music sat in the corner
as viewers circled the space.
Inside the main build
ing, there were four floors
of artist studios. Each room
was like walking into a dif
ferent world- the smells, the
lights and the people varied.
In one studio, the artists
were dressed up like bunnies,
and their work, bizarre like

Eleanor Kaufman

Journal Contributor
On the first Friday of every
month, the SOWA Artists Guild,
located at 450 Harrison Ave,
hosts a grand gallery exhibit
for the public. Artists open up
their individual workspaces for
people to explore and observe
their work, serving cheese,
wine and candy for viewers.
Painters, sculptors, hat
makers, and screen printers
works are on display; some
who have shown their work
here for many years, while
some are new to the space.
On a rainy Friday night,
the big brick building hous
ing the galleries became a cozy
haven where dripping wet artgoers hurried to find shelter.
Once inside, however, the
umbrellas were tucked un
der the arm, dripping hair
was slicked back and the
high pace from outside trans

their costumes, was Easter
themed. Another room was
filled to the brim with beautiful
hats and headdresses. People
stood in front of mirrors trying
the hats on; feathered magenta,
beaded green and laced blue.
Other spaces were quieter.
An older man stood in his work
space and watched the people
that filtered into his studio. His
paintings, colorful and gor
geous, are abstract works that
tell deep, mysterious stories.
The old man stood in front
his mound of distressed paint
tubes which were strewn all
over each other and covered in
years of work. The site was a
painting in itself. The work was
eclectic and interesting and the
experience was enlightening.
So for a good night out on
the town, catch the next First
Friday event on Friday, April 4.
For
more
informa
tion visit www.sowaartistsguild.com/about.html.

Illustration by Rachel Schwartz
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Suffolk joins the ranks of prestigious schools (not to say we aren't
one anyway...), such as Cornell University and Tulane University,
by hosting overseas visitor Elisabeth Zoller. Zoller is a professor of
Public Law at the University of Paris II. She. will be giving a lecture
on "Public Law as the Law of Res Publica" to the student body as a
part of Suffolk Law School's Transnational Law Review. This event
is at noon at the Suffolk University Law School on 120 Tremont St.

HAPPY ST. PATRICKS DAY! For all of you that celebrate it on the 17 of March rather than the
15, what's the difference if you're still in the Celtic mood? Brian O'Donovan will be hosting a Celt
ic Sojourn Concert at the Somerville Theater. This WGBH show host will be showing his culture in
full pride, even if the Roman Catholic Church changed the date of his beloved holiday. Such special
guests showing their Irish song and dance will be singer Karan Casey and dancer Kieran Jordan. Tick
ets can be purchased through www.ticketmaster.com or by calling 617-931-2000. The Somerville The
ater is located at 55 Davis St. in Davis Square off of the red line T stop, with the show starting at 7:30 p.m.

m-

Wake up early this morning for the Diversity Services' open
house. They're advertising free coffee; tea, and hot cocoa along
with a free travel mug ter take with you through your day. Wake
up and smeU the diversity. Diversity Services is located in Ar
cher 481; coffee, tea, and cocoa will be served until 11:00 a.m.

Mike's Movies is one of the most legendary stores in Boston's his
tory and now it's going out with a bang. The Mike's Movies Farewell
Art Show will be an art exhibition inside the former rental store. Such
artists include Adric Giles, Danielle Pino, and the Clay Adamezyk. Bid
a fond farewell to one of Tremont St.'s most memorable video stores.
The exhibit is open Friday noon to 10 p.m. with the reception starting
at 6 p.m., and it will also be open noon - 8 p.m. Saturday and Sunday.
The reception will have food, drink and music for all guests. Located
on 630 Tremont Street, take the orange line to the Back Bay T stop and
walk down until Dartmouth intersects Tremont. This is a free event.

According to the Pope, today is St. Patrick's Day. Some people
may find this confusing, but never-the-less it's still a reason to cel
ebrate. If you didn't buy Dropkick Murphy tickets, your night still
isn't ruined. George Carlin is going to be at the Wang Theater. This
is going to be a one night only performance, so grab your flasks and
tickets fast. Tickets are $39.50 - 49.50 and can be purchased through
www.telecharge.com or by calling (800) 447-7400. The Wang The
ater is located at 270 Tremont St.', with the show starting at 8 p.m.

You're still hungover from celebrating the other St. Patricks Day,
aren't you? Well, you better be on your feet and ready for the St. Patrick's
Day parade in Southie. It's the 108th annual St. Patrick’s Day organized by
Joseph P. Murphy and John "Wacko" Hurley. With someone with a nick
name like that organizing it, how can you loose? The parade runs from
Gillette Park and ends in Andrew Square. The parade starts at 1 p.m. and
can be seen by taking the Red Line to the Broadway T stop. Erin go braugh!

TheStanfordClubofNewEnglandwUlhaveJeffreyLipshawdeliverhisspeech,"TheArtoftheElevatorSpeech."
Lipshawisanassociateprofessoratthe Suffolk LawSchool,andhe will teachyouhowtodeliveraspeechthatleaves
your audience in awe. This intense lecture requires pre-registration, so sign up before all positions are gone. This
eventis$15forentryand$20fornon-Suffolkstudents.Youmustregisteronwww.law.suffolk.edubyMarchl42008.
Matt Altieri

Journal Staff
Your Week.. .So You Can Survive
I know the YourWeek this week looks a little.. .Irish, for lack of a better term, but with the Roman Catholic
Church changing the dates, it works out in everybody's favor by extending it for the entire weekend. The Irish have
never been picky, so let's take the entire weekend to celebrate our heritage (or if you aren't, you can spend it wishing).
SGA is putting on the leadership awards, following a long standing tradition at Suffolk Univer
sity, and the nominations are now open. The awards are meant to recognize students, faculty mem
bers and athletes. Anyone and everyone can be nominated, and a representative from every organiza
tion on campus will be invited to the award ceremony to discuss events on campus. The nominations
close at 5 p.m. on March 28, so get your vote in at www.suffolk.edu/sga under the leadership awards tab.

Puzzles and Games Galores!
Across

1

1. Person, slangily
4. Satan
9. Hairless
13. Very skilled person
14. Musical study piece
15. High public esteem
16. Scheme
18. Cavern
19. Fine fur
20. Tending to soothe
22. Long Journey
25. Western pact
26. Aquatic mammal
28. Negiigent
32. Wrath
35. Gastropod mollusk
37. Monetary unit of Saudi
Arabia
38. Tides that attain the least
height
40. Slang
42. Roof overhang
43. Mother-of-pearl
45. Battery type
47. Sunburnt
48. Round body
50. Valleys
52. Starch used in puddings
54. Milky
58. Counselors
62. Soup implement
63. Newly married woman
64. Songlike
67. Covered on the inside
68. Love affair
69. Rocky pinnacle
70. Epic poetry
71. Twill-weave fabric
72. Eye infection, pig house

13

Down
1. Low voice
2. Group of eight
3. Bowler hat
4. Hates intensely
5. Basque separatist
organisation
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6. Small cavity in a rock
7. Mid-month times
8. Yellowish citrus fruit
9. Geniality
10. Word that can precede war,
biotic and climax
11. Bereft
12. Remnant
15. Seller of hats
17. Too .
21. Lever for rowing
23. Sicilian volcano
24. Long
27. Stiff
29.8th month of the Jewish
civil calendar
30. Rescue
31. Hill toy
32. Taverns
33. Harvest
34. Apiece
36. Nearby
39. Is in the chair
41. Currency unit in Western
Samoa
44. Rubbed out

Got Notes?
46. Proclaim
49. Self-esteem
51. Pierce with a knife
53. Killer whales
55. Prepares for publication or
release
56. Dole out
57. Wary
58. Wordihat can precede
bodied and seaman
59. Faucet problem
60. Chianti, e.g.
61. Identical
65. And not
66. Drag
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1
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Pac-Man won’t play games in NE
Cody Moskovitz

Journal Staff
Ever, since his inception into
the league as the sixth overall
pick in the 2005 draft, Adam
"Pac-Man" Jones has been in
the limelight of the NFL for all
the wrong reasons: drugs, as
saulting women, illegally pos
sessing weapons, disorderly
conduct, vandalism, theft and
so on. In a recent radio inter
view to a local Termessee sta
tion, Pac-man expressed that he
is "in tip-top shape and ready to
play football." However, before
he can play, Pac-man will need
to be re-instated into the league
from his year long suspension
and also secure his spot on a
team, as it appears that he has
used up his welcome and will
likely be traded from his cur
rent club, the Tennessee Titans
once he is re-instated. With a
track record like his, should our
beloved New England Patri
ots be willing to take a chance
on this guy? Answer, NO!
Firstly, this discussion need

not even take place until Jones
actually gets re-instated back
into the league. League Com
missioner Roger Goodell has
proven to be a stickler in the
past with any off-field con
duct, but despite Jones' very
contemptible behavior, he
probably will be given another
chance to come back and play.
Jones is aspiring to be allowed
to play before the late-April
draft while Goodell has said he
expects to review the case by
the time July mini-camps start.
As far as Pac-Man on the
field, the guy is terrific. Since
coming into the league with
the Titans, when the enigmatic
cornerback actually has played,
he's been special. He is a bigtime play-maker in the defen
sive secondary and he is also an
explosive special teams player.
In 2006-07, just his second full
NFL season, Jones had four
pick-off's, one for a touchdown,
62 tackles, one sack, one forced
fumble, he totaled 961 yards
in returns and three special
teams touchdowns. His resume

of off-field drama is just as
long and not nearly as glean
ing as his football statistics.
Six arrests, one year-long
suspension from the league,
consistent legal crises, a slew
of horrific media coverage and
pitiful public relations are what
people most identify Pac-Man
Jones with these days. Since
losing focus on football and
getting involved in his stupid
and dangerous off-held antics,
Pac-man is not only jeopar
dizing his football career, but
also his life. From violence at
strip clubs to possessing illegal
weapons, to theft and vandal
ism, Jones has been his own
worst enemy. .His long list of
bad decisions makes him a
huge risk to himself, but also for
any team willing to give him a
chance to play once reinstated.
With a trade from the Ti
tans seeming immanent, some
reports out there, including
one from a prominent Termes
see newspaper, are now say
ing that our home-town boys,
the' New England Patriots are

„

o o o
among the teams that have ex
pressed some interest in Jones..
The Pats must keep as far
away from Pac-Man as possible.
The guy is way too much of a li
ability off the held and while the
skills he does bring are formi
dable, they are not completely
irreplaceable. In just his three
years since being drafted, Jones
has not displayed that he is ma
ture enough to conduct himself
as a professional and for me; it
seems unlikely that he can all of
a sudden turn it around, even
once putting on a Pats jersey.
Yes the fans, and probably even
the Pats themselves, are con
vinced that Pac-Man can change
his ways but considering the
big picture, it just wont work.
This guy would be cancerous
in the locker-room, a sure offheld distraction and really just
seems like a law-suit waiting
to happen. The Pats would be
better off saving the draft picks

that will probably be required
to trade for him and look for
young, mature, talented play
ers in the draft who they can
develop.
Furthermore, Bill
Belichick has more important
things to do than worry if Jones
adheres to his probation sanc
tions and stays out of trouble
long enough to continue play
ing. And even if he can actu
ally play, after being on the
shelf for over an entire year,
the question remains, can he
still play at a quality NFL level?
Overall, it is clear that Jones
brings both some good and
some very bad qualities into
the mix. In the end, the guy is
hat-out not worth his weight in
excess baggage and not worth
the risk that comes when you
take on a guy with such a ques
tionable past. This decision
seems easy, Pac-man should not
hnd a home in New England.

Counterpoint

Pats should leave good & evil to pro wrestling
Janssen McCormick

Journal Staff
Pacman Jones is the
second most hated man in a
league commonly seen as a ha
ven for thugs. And at this point
we're not even sure if Commis
sioner Goodell is going to re
instate Jones after missing the
entire 2007 season. Yet Jones is
making noise this off-season,
proclaiming himself physi
cally ht and making doe eyes
at the Cowboys. Reciprocat
ing those loving stares are the
New England Patriots, eager
to replace Asante Samuel and
Randall Gay in their second
ary and willing to ignore Jones'
legal issues. Should those is
sues, which aside from Michael
Vick's extracurricular activities
are among the most appalling
off-field infractions, impact the

Patriots' decision? Yes, Jones readiness pale in comparison
should come under the same to Webster, who has played in
scrutiny any player would face. only 34 games over the past four
Should the Patriots make a deal seasons. At least during Jones'
for Jones if he fits their needs? suspension he was training
Absolutely, the Patriots just lost and maintaining his body for a
a Pro-Bowl corner and a ser foolish foray into professional
viceable backup and need a cor wrestling with TNA, mean
ner capable of shutting down while Webster spent his season
opposing team's top receiver. on IR rehabbing a broken arm.
While Ellis Hobbs has Neither option is particularly
been quite good against top re enticing, an undersized oft-in
ceivers such as Reggie Wayne jured journeyman or a former
(being more the victim of ques top ten pick with a Jitany of
tionable interference calls than legal problems, yet in terms of
any serious lapses in cover on field performance the edge
age) a great deal of his success clearly goes to Jones. And while
came because teams weren't Jones' legal problems do raise
throwing at Samuel. Without questions about whether or not
Samuel, opposing offences will he'll be on the field for the 2008
throw at his replacement and season or beyond, it also means
injury prone journeyman Jason he could be had at a significant
Webster, who is currently list discount as the Titans want to
ed as the Pats starting left cor move him. The Patriots could
ner. Questions of Jones game follow the same logic last year

in trading for Moss, if Jones is
a bust the worst that happens
is that they cut him, don't have
to pay anything beyond his
guaranteed money and lose
a late draft pick. And if Jones
works out his character issues,
the Patriots get another great'
player in a lopsided trade.
From what we've seen
of him Jones is clearly the class
of the remaining DBs on the
market. Ty Law would make
a nice acquisition for nostalgia
purposes and is still a decent
corner, but he's also ten years
older than Jones and too reli
ant on gambling on routes to
make up for his lost step. Jones
obviously does not have that
problem, showcasing his speed
on three punt return touch
downs in 2006 and averaging
a league leading 12.9 punt re
turn yards. The NFL isn't about

signing the nicest role models;
it's about putting the best pos
sible team on the field every
Sunday. While behavioral is
sues should be a team's concern
when dealing with locker room
chemistry it is not the director
of player personnel's respon
sibility to ensure his players
are model citizens once they
pull out of the stadium's lot.
You play to win, you ac
quire the players who give you
the greatest chance at winning
and any off-field issues should
be handled by the proper non
league officials. And in this
off-season's market Pacman
Jones is the best player still
available, the Patriots should
make a play for him hoping for
the best but knowing that the
worst that could happen would
be losing a late round pick.
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Competitive Small, a big part of
oik’s success on the court

ft-

Dan Ryan

Journal Staff
For some people, play
ing sports is a leisure ac
tivity, a way to stay in
shape or to pass the time.
For Brian Small, athletics
have been a way of life for him
as long as he can remember.
"I've just always played
sports. I grew up playing
football, baseball, and bas
ketball with all my neighbor
hood friends," he said. "Every
waking moment not spent in
school, we would play some
thing,
usually
depending
on the season and weather."
Flowever, as he grew
up, basketball became the
number one sport for Small
as he called it "the most
fluid game on the planet."
"Basketball has that [com
petitive aspect], and I've just
always played. I can't remem
ber a time when I haven't."
When asked what made
basketball better than the other
sports. Small said, "The compe
tition is what I love best. I'm the
most competitive person in the
world, from a video game, to
a game of cards; I want to win
anytime winning and losing is
involved. Basketball has that."
After graduating from
Stoughton Fligh School, where
he was a captain on the bas
ketball team, in 2005, Small
was looking to sharpen his
basketball skills and stay
in the game he loved, pref
erably in an urban setting.
"I really wanted to play
basketball somewhere in the
city, and always wanted to go
to school somewhere in Bos
ton," said Small. "Suffolk fit
everything I wanted; from the
campus, to the Sawyer busi
ness school, to the basketball
program, it had everything."
Small, a junior in the Saw
yer Business School and finance
major, has had quite the ca
reer at Suffolk already, and he
still has another season to go.
In his rookie season. Small
was named the Great Northeast
Athletic Conference's Rookie of
the Week twice, and was also
named to the GNAC Honor
Roll for his strong grades.
Small followed up his fresh-

Courtesy of Jim Seavey

man campaign with an even
stronger second year, he led his
team in rebounds (6.9 RPG) and
was second in scoring (13.7PPG).
However, Small's biggest
individual achievement in col
lege basketball so far came
earlier this season, when he be
came the 24th member of Suf
folk's 1,000 point club in a Feb.
19th victory, over Norwich.
"I knew I was close, just be
cause we wanted to make sure

“I am the
most
competitive
person
n the world”

we didn't miss it when it hap
pened. We had a countdown
from about 75 and just kept on
taking away points through 3 or
4 games until I hit it," said Small
of the impressive achievement.
Small said that the bench
mark wasn't necessarily on his
radar from the beginning, but
after watching teammate and
friend John Murphy, a senior
who graduated last year, and
one of the more prolific scor

ers in recent Suffolk basket
ball history, break the mark
towards the end of last season.
Small began to think about it.
"I- saw my ex-teammate
John Murphy reach his 1000th
point last year and was hop
ing maybe someday I would
get there," he said. "I couldn't
have done it without my team
mates, past and present."
When asked, after scoring
so many points in his career,
if he still remembered his first
Suffolk basket. Small said "I
can't recall. I've played in so
many games; it's tough to re
member a specific one. I think
my l,000th-point basket will
stay in my mind for a while."
For Small and the Rams,
this career highlight was a
bright spot in what was a diffi
cult season for the men's team,
as they finished the year 4-21
(3-15 GNAC), but did end the
season with two straight vic
tories. Despite the rough start.
Small attributed much of the
difficulty to the team being
young and inexperienced, and
remains optimistic for next year.
"We were a very young
squad. Having so many new
faces on our team took us a long
time to get ourselves acquaint
ed with playing with one an
other and for the young players
to figure out how to play at this
level," he said. "We have every
one back next year, so an off
season of playing together and
everyone being a year older will
hopefully equate to more wins."
When he's not playing bas
ketball, Small has plenty of ac
tivities to keep himself busy.
On top of going to class full
time, he works as a bartender
at the Black Rose in Faneuil
Hall, and loves music. He even
has spent some time as a DJ,
joining a former Suffolk basket
ball player Chris MacDonald.
With next year being his
last season at Suffolk, Small
has already achieved what
is arguably the biggest indi
vidual goal in college bas
ketball. However, in keeping
with his fierce competitive
spirit. Small is looking for one
thing to cap off his college ca
reer, and end it on a high note:
"I
hope
to
win.
That's it. Everything else
doesn't
mean
much."
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sports
BRIEFS
from BASEBALL page 16

from TENNIS page 16

Although Spring Train
ing is coining up, the Rams
long term goal is to win the
GNAC. This year, just like any
other year will be a tough task.
"[The GNAC] is always
competitive," McConnell be
lieves. "All the teams have
stepped up their game. Our
number one goal is to win the
GNAC and go to the NCAA's."

singles matches, and two of the
doubles. On Wednesday, their
home-opener against Western
New England College, the men
look to exact a little revenge.
"With these additions in
our line-up, we are going to be
a hard team to beat. Last year
we played without our num
ber one against Western New
England, so this year I think we

Gesualdi for
SGA
President

, There’s a Better Way
Mai’ch 10-12
ebdktSLvolHLetcam/'safidk

The Rams' Hock
ey team ended
their season
with a, 4-2, loss
against Nichols
College in the
GNAC Northeast
Semi-Finals,
Wednesday,
March 5th.
may shock them," said Stahl.
"They have the unfortunate
pleasure of coming to our home
courts, at BB&N high school in
Cambridge, MA. We have typi
cally done quite well at home."
With up to five new faces
in this year's singles line-up,
as well as the return of ev
ery starter from last year's 8-3
season, the Suffolk Men's ten
nis team is primed to succeed
in a very winnable division.

The Women’s
Basketball team
lost to Endicott
in the Quarter
Finals of the
ECAC Division
III Tournament,
59-61, Wednes
day night March
5th.

Freshman goal-i
ie, Jeff Rose, j
was named to ^
the ECAC’s second-team AllConference and
was also hon
ored as the AllRookie squad’s
goalkeeper.

As Stahl sees it, the team
was only a couple pieces shy
from going all the way last
year. "The...team was a player
or two away from being un
stoppable. With new addi
tions, I think we have what it
takes. Now, it is time for the
guys to measure up," said
the assistant coach. "Barring
some unforeseen incident and/
or injury, I don't see why this
team can't go undefeated."

Winning teams are usually
comprised of talented play
ers willing to buy into a sys
tem. It never hurts to infuse a
team with confidence and a
little audacity. Opening up a
new season at home against a
strong opponent may be toil
some for any respective team.
For this group of men, it's ex
actly what the doctor ordered.

f' I

Player Bio
Name; Garrett Freeman
Hometown: Beacon, NY
Year: Junior
Major; Marketing
Ambition: A comfortable living
Favorite Movie: Fight Club
Favorite Artist: Lamb of God
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Freeman, a junior here at Suffolk, is a member of the men's tennis team. Visiting Suffolk
after receiving his acceptance letter, he came to the city and liked what he saw. "I had a few
friends move here and they said good things, so the following semester I was here." Last sea
son Freeman played in the five to six spot on the singles squad. His team finished the season
with an impressive 8-3 record, only to be bounced in their first game of the GNAC tourna
ment against underdog Emerson College. This year. Freeman believes he will have to fight
for his spot in the line-up because of the quality of players Suffolk brought in this past year.
"This year we have a lot of new talent so I will be fighting for a spot." Last year he had an
impressive overall singles record of 5-4, 1-2 in the GNAC. Along with that he had a dou- ,
bles record of 2-5, but a solid 2-lmark in the division. This team seems to have the personnel
and the experience to go deeper than any team in this Universities history. Said Freeman, ;
"It looks like we have a team good enough to win the division and maybe even go further."^
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Men’s tennis to host defending GNAC Champs in season opener

Matt West

Journal Staff
For the Suffolk Men's
Tennis team, restoration is
in order. Already solidify
ing themselves as a viable
contender in their division,
this group of men is look
ing to take the next step and
place themselves in elite com
pany for many years to come.
The men's team finished
last season with a record of
8-3, good enough to secure
themselves as the second
seed in the Great Northeast
Athletic Conference tour
nament. Unfortunately, the
Rams were eliminated in the
first round of the tournament,
upset by Emerson College.
With seven players return
ing- including Pedro Soares
Courtesy of Jim Seavey
and Chris Delisi, both of whom
were first-team All-Conference the season with high expecta tains Soares, Delisi and Andres to start the season strong and
members- the men come into tions, and few new faces. Cap Fanjul lead the way, looking withstand the rigors of a some

I

times challenging schedule.
This year's group will
have far more depth and talent
as Assistant Coach Issac Stahl
explained, this forthcoming
season is going to be an inter
esting one. "This season is ex
citing for the coaches and play
ers. Never have I seen a team
this packed with talent. We are
much deeper than we have ever
been with a twenty-two per
son team." This year's group is
so good, that some very good
players may not even make
the starting singles lineup.
During an ordinary intra
division match up, there are six
singles matches, followed by
three doubles. When the Rams
played Western New England
College last year, the eventual
GNAC champions, beat Suffolk, 6-3, losing four of the

see TENNIS page 15

Baseball team aims for hot start to season, in AZ
Tim Rosenthal

Journal Staff
As we head towards Spring Break, the time has
comefortheSuffolkbaseballteamtostarttheirseason.
Since the first week of February, the Rams have
been practicing in the chilly temperatures of the later half of
winter. So far, coach Cary McCormell has liked what he has seen.
"It has been very good," said McConnell, who is in his
twelfth season as Suffolk's manager. "Players have worked
consistently hard over the past four to five weeks."
After a 23-17 record in 2007 (11-3 in the Great North
east Athletic Conference), and a second place finish
in the GNAC tournament, the Rams are ready to re
load and compete for the top spot in the conference.
"We are excited to get out there and play,"
said McConnell. "The team is going to be competi
tive and the players are committed to being successful."
McConnell has good reason to be excited about this year.
This team only lost three seniors from last year's squad:
Mark Exarhopoulos, who was an All-GNAC first-team selec
tion as a designated hitter, as well as outfielders Peter Palo
and Chris Desautel. While replacing these players might
be tough, the Rams have a veteran team coming back. Two
of the captains from last year, Greg DiMarco (Pitcher, Out
fielder) and pitcher Steve Durant, will be back on the field.
"We have a lot back from last year," McCormell pointed out.
"The team will look to lean on pitchers such as Steve Durant, Reid
Jackson, Greg DiMarco, Mike Carbone and Tim Doyle for the
majority of the innings. If they are effective it will be a good year.
McCormell continued, "DiMarco could be the closer and
will be used anytime he is available and Dan Delia should get
some innings in. We have no defined roles. The rotation is flex
ible from starters to relievers, anyone can handle their roles."
DiMarco,DurantandJacksonallhaveexperiencein other
leagues too. DiMarco played in the Coastal Plains league in
North Carolina during the summer of 2007 as a closer, while
Durant (Great Lakes Collegiate League, Ohio) and Jackson (New York

Collegiate League) also got a lot of work in during the summer.
As far as position players go, DiMarco and Martino will be
looked upon for the offense; both were All-New England se
lections last year and will look to contribute for another year.
Other position players to watch out for are Rory Gentile and
Tim Corcoran, who transferred from Merrimack College
and Keith Carter, who is a transfer from Northern Essex.
"Our middle of the order is very good," McCormell said.
"Martinho should set the home run record this year (26 career
home runs), DiMarco has progressed as a hitter and Tim Corcoran,
Rory Gentile and Keith Carter all should get significant at bats.
"Right now, Gentile has the best opportunity to lead off."
During these first few weeks of practices, the compe
tition to replace Exarhopoulos at catcher is taking place.
"We are currently looking for a rotation un
til someone performs at the level to take the job," Mc
Cormell stated. The four catchers on the roster include
Mark Annese, Bobby Barrett, Dan Cohen and Martinho.
While catcher is anyone’s position, McCormell also
talked about the infield getting some competition. "There
is competition in our middle infield and third base. Whoever
is on the field has to beat out the other players for that posi
tion. It is a healthy competition in the roster," said McCormell.
As far as the recent additions go, most of them are transfer
students. "We have a number of transfers that are competing to
play," McCormell noted. "They will look to lift and help the team."
The other newcomers, the freshmen, are also looking for
playing time, mostly in the pitching staff. "We have some good
freshmen pitchers," said McCormell. "Steve Healy, Craig Rubis
and Kevin McAvoy could see some spot time in the rotation."
This year Spring Training will be in Phoenix, Ari
zona in the Port Charlotte Invitational. It will be the
Rams first trip to the desert for their opening games.
"We have a challenging schedule," stated McCormell, whose
team will play the College of New Jersey on March 14 to open the
season. "We open up with the seventh ranked team from last year
[College of New Jersey], and Southern Maine, who finished 15th.
"I am very excited for the trip. We funded ev
ery dollar for this and I can't wait to get on the field."

see BASEBALL page 15

